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by

Irene Uerena

I. Introduction

The theory of localization first introduced in topology

by D. Sullivan 161 has been exploited by many topologists,
e.g. A.K. Bousfield - D.M. Kan I 1 1, P. Hilton - G. Mislin -

J. Roitberg [2 1, and works particularly well in the homoto-

py cat.egory of nilpotent spaces, i.e. spaces whose Postnikov
System admits a principal refinement;

Now let f:E—yfí be a fibre map with F.,fí and the fibre
F connected CW-complexes. Then iracts on the homotopy groups

n>l, and we say | 2) that f is nilpotent. if acts nil-

potently on all the homotopy groups Of F. This is the case,

for example, if F and B are nilpotélit. If f is a nilpotent
fibre map then the fibre F is nilpotent. The conversely is
true only if operates nilpotentiy on the homology groups

of F f 3 I .

Nilpotent fibre maps turns out to be the right relativi-
zation of nilpotent spaces, because their Moore-Post.nikov

systems admit principal refinements ([2 1 th. II.2.4).
In [4] P. Hilton has developed a localization theory for

the corresponding group-theoretical sitviation, that of group

extensions Ny—>G—&Q such that G acts nilpotently on N.
Tn this paper we introduce a P-localization theory (where

P is a given family of rational primes) for nilpotent fibre

maps which generalizes both the exjsting theory of localiza¬
tion of nilpotent spaces and the localization theory for re- -

lative groups of (41. These ideas had already been treated

systematically in [11 with a slight different definition of

nilpotent action.
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In fact In §2 we prove an universal property which shows
in particular the uniqueness of the localization of a nilpo-
tent fibre map and ln §.? we construct t.his licalizatióri in a

similar way as is done in l 2 1 for the absolute case.

I wish to thank P. Hilton for suggesting this work to me

as well as for some helpful convérsations.

2. An univernal property

We work in the pointed homotopy category of connected
CW-complexes. We say that a fibre map f:E—»B with connec¬

ted f ibre F is nilpotent if »^E acts nilpotently on z^F, n>l.
Recall that if m is an action of a group 0 on N the lower
central w-serles of K is defined by

I'°K = «, rr n = < aíxbio'^b-1:xe0,aeN.beV1'1N ), i>0 ;w w 9 9 9 W 9 9

and we say that G acts nilpotently on ff if r= {í1 fbrh)

r. sufficiently large.
Let now F—> kJUb be a nilpotent fibre map and let F

be an arbitrary collection of rational primes. A P-localiza-
tion of f is a map P:f—*f(p) over B , where the map

fjp j : j—»B is a fibre map with fibre Fp
duced map F—»F, is a F-localization:

fE ■ -> b

A P i ffPi i
F„ *E,-t L?-4 fí(P)

such that the in-

Theorem 2.1. I.et F—>F—»B be a nilpotent fibre map and
let P'/—^f(p) a ^-localization of /. For every nilpotent
fibre map J:E—>B with P-local fibre ~F,

I / ( p)y f I B > I / I ^

is a bijection, where [ , 1_ stands for the set of homotopy
n

classes of maps over B.
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Proof: Given reíf./lp we will show that there is an unique
Sf f , f 1 B suoh that P* 8= t , i.e.. rendering commutative
the follow.inq diagram

'(Pf
(D

-» P

be a principal refinement of the Mooré-Postnikov factorisa-
tion of 7- Each q^: Y^i-s 3 principal fibre map with
fibre an F,ilenberg-MacLane space K(Gc>n) where G^ are (abe-

lian) groups obtained as quotients r* jt^F / x^F (w the
action of *?F on »nF). These groups áre trivial »^F-tnodules:
for r\>?, it is clear? for n=l use that w is characterized by

.«1 ~ (’■).<* , P,ae"jP, í:F-^>F the inclusión, and
that *jE acts on itself by conjugation.

The obstruction to the lifting of to Yj lies in
P,

H'(EfpyE;Gj) and the higher obstructions -to each Y are
subsets of Hn (E (pyE ;G . Furthermore, at each step e, two
liftings maps 8^ and P"’ of the same aro homotopic re-
lative to 8 , if a certain cocycle of Hn 7 CE )c-1 (P) o

vanishes. Henee the existence and uniqueness of 8 follow
from Lemmata 2.2 and 2.3 below, which ensure the vanishinq

of all groups Hn (P(p¡ » 81; G.

I.emma 2,2. Let A be a P-local abelian group. Then, for all

n>n , fft1(K(prF;A) = 0.
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Prnof: We look at the induced homomorphism P* in the Serre
spectral sequences of f and ffPy

HP(D; K^(Fp;A)) = Hp+f> (E(p);A)

e* P*

1!P(B; J(^(F;A)) — Fr+'7<'F;/U

Sin.ie t>:F—>Fp is a P-locali zation, by the universal coeffi-
cient theorem and [2) T.2.9 and 1.1.8

Hn <Fp;A) —Hn (F;A )

is an isomorphism in each dimensión,

phism at the P, level of the Serre
the lemma follows.

Thus we get an isomor-

spectral sequences and
s

Lemma 2.3. The qroups G are P-local.

Prnof: Since are P-local nilpotent qroups ir^F are
P-local by theorem 2.1 of (5). Henee Gare P-local as quo-

tients of P-local nilpotent qroups.

Corollary ?,. 4. Let F—be a nilpotent fibre map. If
P:f >/fpj is a P-localization with f(Pj nilpotent»then

f(P) and P are uniquely determined up to an homotopy equiva-
lence.

Prnof: l.et P:f—»/ be another P-localization of f with
f nilpotent. By theorem 2.1 tliere exist ®j;7—*f(p) and
*?,'f(P)—*7 such that P=PjP and P=S?P ; thus P=&pf>jP
and p^SjSpjf and therefore and S^S^~if by the
uniqueness in theorem 2.1.
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Coro l lary 2.5. T.efc F—-~¿->/? bo a ni Ipofcont. f .ihro map and
lol /l ;f—^f(p) a r-l0cnli.7aH.0n . For every nilpolenl libre
map /‘:P—wi hh r-l.ocal libro F and ov^ry map p:P—^P r

is a bijection.

l'roof: nonsider t-.he diaqram

P

P

l P
P

whnrp f i s induoed by p. Evrry re|f,/| inducps a map

Vf\ f,.r 1 p and wo can apply theorem 2.1 I-o ensutf the exis-
tenoe of suoh that f>P - r¡ . Henee fl*(nfi)-T .

Observe that the nilpotency of f follows from that of f.
A standard a rquinen t shows the uniqueness of fi.

.1, Ex ipIr.nne of a P-locnli ;.g li on

f.et F—» F, P be a nilpolonf fibre map and ]et

q,. q1
^r-1 ^ -*yi-^y0=p

bo a principal rr f i n^monl of i t.s Moorr-ropfníkov rysfprn.
Wp wi 11 ronstTJjrt a r-1ora 1 i 7a t i on of f by induction on t ho
heiqlit of hbo RyRfpm.

SuppoRo fi. rol wp havo a principal fjbrp map

K(n, i) > y -?-» n

i ndncod by a map a:P Wo defino ^(r)'^(r)



as Uie principal fibre map induced by e,g : B
where e is a P-localization

K(Gp,2)

t,et P:Y—*yfp) be induced by q:Y—>B and Y —> PK( C,p, 2) . .

From the coiranutativity of the above diagram it follows
that the map K(G,7) *K(Gp3l) induced by P on the fibres
is a P-localization.

t Let s ,= q3...q ,.-y > B and assume now thatr'-l '7 HC~1 C-l

we have already defined o y , v B and alsoc-l(P) r-KP)

P:Y^ j](p) over B in’ducing a P-localization on the
fibres.

Xf q : Y —>y , is induced by q:Y , tKfC.n + ij’r r c-J 1 ' o-í *

we define q^^p^:Y^^pj > *c-l (P) as principal fibre
map induced by a * K(Gpjn+7) such that *P =eg
where c is a P-localization. See diagram below.

e



K(G,n) =====z K(G,n)

We can argüe as i.n the first step in order to obtain
a map fi : Y

^ tY^^^ inducing a P-local iza t ion on the fibres.
The existence and uniqueness of 8 fol.low then applying

Corollary 2.5 to

o-2

It remains only to see that P:b 1 s induces1
o ofP)

a F-localization on the fibres. Consider the diagram of fi-
bre maps
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K(G,n) » N » Z

We may apply now the homotopy exact sequence to the back
squares to conduele that yn^.X is a P-localization
for all i. Henee N—*X is a P-localization.

If the refined principal Moore-Postnikov system is fini
te the above procedure yields the desired P-localization. In
the qeneral case there is a weak homotopy equivalencé
E —> lim Y^ over P. tet Ebe the geometric realization
of the singular complex of lim 7• Then there is á map

P:F.—(p) such that the diagram

lim Y

lliim P

(P) -> lim Yc(P)

is homotopy-commutative over 0.
I.et P be the fibre of a .• y 0. The fibre maps

<* c c

lim Y —*fí and E—*0 have weak homotopy equivalent fibre
4- <?

lim F and f respectively. Analogously lim F and
<- c *- o f v)
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are weak homotopy equivalent. Moreover the induced

map lim F^ > 1.yn P^p^ is a P-locálization. Thus

e

F

"1
*

'(V)
ffp) y

B

B

is a P-localization.

Note that >Y^(p) ... -^B
is a principal refinement of the Mooré-Postnikov system of

f(P) ' the fibre map f(p) is therefore nilpotent.
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